
VILLAGE OF DOWNERS GROVE
Report for the Village Council Meeting

SUBJECT: SUBMITTED BY:

A Resolution authorizing execution of an intergovernmental 
agreement (IGA) with DuPage Public Safety Communications 
(DU-COMM)

David Fieldman
Village Manager

SYNOPSIS

A Resolution authorizing execution of an intergovernmental agreement (IGA) with DuPage Public Safety 
Communications (DU-COMM) for the provision of emergency dispatching and related services has been 
prepared. 

The services provided by DU-COMM vary slightly from the services currently provided by the Village’s 
dispatch center known as the Village Operations Center (VOC).

Same or Enhanced Service Levels Reduced Service Levels

 Police Dispatching Services
 Fire/EMS Dispatching Services
 Fire Alarm Monitoring
 Major Incident Response
 Severe Weather Alerts
 Overnight Street Parking 

Permission

 Public Works Dispatching
 Police Station After Hours Lobby 

Reception
 Severe Weather Incident Tracking
 LEADs Services
 Video Monitor Viewing

Staff will change operations such that residents/customers experience no material difference 
in service levels.

STRATEGIC PLAN ALIGNMENT

The goals for 2015–2017 include Exceptional Municipal Services.
Identify and Execute a Major Consolidation is a Top Priority Action Item for 2015-2017

FISCAL IMPACT

Current Net Annual Cost of VOC $1,063,000 Net cost includes annual revenue from 
Westmont

DU-COMM Annual Cost of 
Membership and Fire Alarm Monitoring 
Fees

$1,181,000 Will be included in proposed FY17 
Budget

7/12/20167/12/20167/12/2016
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DU-COMM Administrative Fee $31,026 One-time fee covering the 
administrative cost of transition due in 
2017.

Will be included in proposed FY17 
Budget.

DU-COMM Reserve Contribution & 
Equipment Needs

$275,000 One-time fee due in 2017.

Expected to be paid by ETSB

RECOMMENDATION

BACKGROUND

The Village currently operates a consolidated emergency dispatch center serving Downers Grove and 
Westmont, known as the Village Operations Center or VOC. The continued operation at the current size and 
configuration is not feasible due to changes in State law, DuPage County Emergency Telephone Board 
(ETSB) policy and the resulting creation of County-wide regional dispatch centers that serve populations of 
150,000 or more.

On May 17, 2016, the Village Council directed staff to pursue membership in DU-COMM for the provision 
of emergency dispatching services. Membership in DU-COMM:

 Maintains the level of service currently provided to Downers Grove residents for most services
 Achieves the Village’s Top Priority Action Item Identify and Implement a Major Consolidation
 Is consistent with the State of Illinois & DuPage County consolidation efforts 
 Reduces the total cost and increases the efficiency of providing emergency dispatching services at 

the County level
 Reduces the size and cost of the planned improvements to the Downers Grove Police Station

Upon execution of the IGA, DU-COMM will prepare a detailed, technical plan to transition all dispatching 
operations to their facility. The preparation of this plan should take approximately six months and should be 
completed by the end of 2016. The transition plan takes about six months to implement. Transition is 
scheduled to start in fall 2016 and should be completed by late spring or early summer 2017.

UPDATE & RECOMMENDATION
This item was discussed at the July 5, 2016 Village Council meeting. The Village Council inquired 
about the deployment and operations of the Tactical Dispatchers during large scale events. In response 
to large scale events and at the request of the Village incident command staff, DU-COMM will deploy 
tactical dispatchers to the scene. The dispatchers operate from a specialty communication vehicle owned 
by DU-COMM and perform incident command duties as assigned by the Village Incident Commander. 
All decision making responsibilities will continue to be performed by Village incident command staff.

Staff recommends approval on the July 12, 2016 Active Agenda. 
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Service Level Comparison
Staff completed a thorough analysis and comparison of the DU-COMM and VOC services and has 
identified potential changes to Village operations to maintain service levels where DU-COMM does not 
offer similar service levels. 

The analysis and comparison has been organized into ten service types. Table 1 below summarizes the 
service level comparison. A detailed explanation for each service is provided in the following pages.

Table 1
Summary of Service Level Comparison

Service Description DU-COMM Frequency

A Police, Fire & Emergency 
Medical Services Dispatch 
Services

22,274 Police emergency calls in 2015
136,372 Police non-emergency calls in 2015
5,786 Fire/EMS calls in 2015

B Fire Alarm Monitoring 871 alarms monitored

C Major Incident Response Fewer than 5 per year

D Severe Weather Alerts (Outdoor 
Warning Sirens)

Fewer than 5 per year

E Overnight Parking Permissions 11,919 requests in 2015

F Public Works Dispatching 1,285 calls for service in 2015

G Police Department Lobby After-
Hour Reception Services

2,200 customers per year (est.)

H Law Enforcement Agencies Data 
System (LEADS) Management             

3,838 VOC criminal history inquires in 2015
5,561 Officer queried criminal histories in 2015

I Severe Weather Incident 
Tracking   Fewer than 5 per year

J Video Monitoring of Civic 
Center & Parking Deck   75 video monitors viewed daily

Key:  = Meets or exceeds                     = Partially meets                          =Does not meet        
 Current Village service levels           Current Village service levels        Current Village service levels

Staff will change operations such that residents/customers experience no material difference in service 
levels.
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A. POLICE AND FIRE/EMS DISPATCHING 
DU-COMM Service Level  Fully meets current service level

Frequency of Service 22,274 Police emergency calls in 2015
136,372 Police non-emergency calls in 2015
5,786 Fire/EMS calls in 2015

Summary
DU-COMM provides emergency police and fire/EMS dispatching services at the same level as the Village 
currently provides. In 2015, the Downers Grove Police Department achieved “Accreditation with 
Excellence,” as awarded by the Commission on Accreditation for Law Enforcement Agencies (CALEA). 
This distinction is awarded to only 4% of accredited law enforcement agencies. The VOC supported the 
Police Department’s accreditation by meeting over twenty CALEA standards related to Public Safety 
Communications.

Chapter 81 of the CALEA Standards manual relates to “Communications” and covers twenty-three 
compliance areas specific to dispatching services.  DU-COMM meets all applicable standards (See Table 3 
in the Appendix for more information)

In 2015, the Downers Grove Fire Department received an ISO Class 1 rating placing the department in the 
top 1% of fire departments nationwide. Ten percent of a community’s overall ISO rating is based on how 
well the communications center receives and dispatches fire alarms.  The VOC was evaluated in several 
areas, including training and certification of dispatchers, alarm receipt and processing, and Computer Aided 
Dispatch facilities. The VOC’s performance in the category of public safety communications contributed to 
the Fire Department achieving a Class 1 rating.  Reassessment is scheduled to occur in 2019-2020. Downers 
Grove is well-positioned to maintain its ISO Class 1 rating.  
The Downers Grove VOC scored 8.79 out of 10 in the area of Emergency Communications, and 91.04 
overall. Based on DU-COMM’s previous communications score, the transition to DU-COMM would result 
in an ISO score for communications of 7.85 out of 10, resulting in a cumulative score of 90.1. This would 
allow the Downers Grove Fire Department to maintain ISO Class 1 by a minimal margin. DU-COMM 
implemented enhanced emergency dispatching protocols in November of 2015. These improved fire/EMS 
protocols are currently being reviewed by ISO.  If DU-COMM’s submissions are accepted, Downers Grove 
may gain .61 points from its previous communications score of 8.79 (See Table 4 in the Appendix for more 
information).

Recommended Action Use DU-COMM service without modification
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B. FIRE ALARM MONITORING
DU-COMM Service Level  Fully meets current service level

Frequency of Service 871 alarms monitored currently

Summary
The Village owns and maintains its own fire alarm equipment panels to receive alarms from Village 
businesses. The VOC works with the Fire Department and Finance Department to administer the fire alarm 
program.  The VOC Manager processes applications for fire alarms, and enters the necessary information 
into Village databases.  The Fire Prevention Bureau ensures that all alarm service providers are certified to 
perform work on all fire alarms owned and operated within the Village.  All fire alarm receiver equipment is 
currently housed and maintained at the Downers Grove Police Department.

DU-COMM monitors alarms for all member agencies, at a cost of $14 per alarm per month.  The annual 
cost to the Village will be $146,328. 

The Village will continue to own and maintain the alarm receiver equipment and will continue to administer 
the fire alarm program including billing of customers. DU-COMM will monitor the alarms and dispatch the 
Fire Department when alarms are activated.

Recommended Action Use DU-COMM to monitor alarms and dispatch the fire department when 
alarms are activated
Continue to own and operate the alarm receiver and administer the alarm 
program
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C. MAJOR INCIDENT RESPONSE
DU-COMM Service Level  Exceeds current service level

Frequency of Service Fewer than 5 per year

Summary
VOC provides communications support to the Emergency Management Coordinator during major incidents. 
During a major incident, the VOC provides radio communication for Police, Fire, and Public Works, as well 
as phone support for public inquiries.  Additionally, the VOC deploys personnel to the Emergency 
Operations Center (EOC) to communicate directly with the Village of Downers Grove Crisis Management 
Team during major incidents.

DU-COMM is staffed and equipped to provide enhanced dispatching services during large scale incidents. 
DU-COMM has a dedicated Technical Services Department with certified “Tactical Dispatchers,” who can 
be deployed in DU-COMM’s mobile communications vehicle to the scene of a major incident.  Tactical 
Dispatchers provide communications support for Police, Fire, or municipal EOC activations.

Recommended Action Use DU-COMM service without modification
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D. SEVERE WEATHER ALERTS
DU-COMM Service Level  Exceeds current service level

Frequency of Service Fewer than 5 per year

Summary
The Village owns and operates its own severe weather alerting system (outdoor warning sirens).  Policies 
and procedures have been established to test the system, and criteria is in place to govern the activation of 
the outdoor siren system during specific severe weather events.

DU-COMM operates an outdoor warning system and coordinates activation for member agencies. 
Transitioning to DU-COMM will align Downers Grove’s severe weather alerting policies and procedures 
with all other member municipalities. DU-COMM agencies are divided by north and south activation areas. 
Downers Grove sirens will be activated jointly as part of the DU-COMM South group, which includes 
Clarendon Hills, Darien, Lisle, and Woodridge. 

DU-COMM manually activates outdoor warning sirens based on information from the National Weather 
Service, trained weather spotters, or at the direction of a member agency.  While DU-COMM will maintain 
the alerting system, the Village will continue to own and maintain the outdoor siren equipment.

Recommended Action Use DU-COMM service without modification
Continue to own and maintain the outdoor siren equipment
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E. OVERNIGHT PARKING PERMISSION
DU-COMM Service Level  Exceeds current service level

Frequency of Service 11,919 requests in 2015

Summary
VOC responds to resident phone calls requesting permission to park vehicles overnight on a public street 
and then manually enters the request into the Computer Aided Dispatch program to track overnight.

With DU-COMM, residents have the option of requesting overnight parking permission by phone and by 
website. 

Recommended Action Use DU-COMM service without modification
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F. PUBLIC WORKS DISPATCHING
DU-COMM Service Level

Partially meets current service level

Frequency of Service 1,285 calls for service in 2015

Summary
VOC receives calls for a variety of Public Works related issues. The dispatchers assess the request for 
service and determine the appropriate Public Works staff person to contact for a response. The dispatchers 
use radios to dispatch Public Works when they are on-duty and use phones to dispatch Public Works staff 
when they are off-duty.

DU-COMM dispatches Public Works staff by calling only one phone number provided to DU-COMM by 
the Village. One phone number is called for every Public Works related request for service.

When DU-COMM begins dispatching, Public Works staff will have to answer calls from DU-COMM, 
identify the appropriate Public Works staff member to respond to the call, and contact the appropriate staff 
person. This process is less efficient than the current process.

Recommended Action Assign Public Works management level staff to respond to DU-COMM 
calls on a rotating basis
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G. POLICE DEPARTMENT LOBBY AFTER-HOUR RECEPTION SERVICES
DU-COMM Service Level

Partially meets current service level

Frequency of Service 2,200 customers per year (est.)

Summary
During evening, overnight and weekend hours, VOC staffs the front window in the lobby of the Police 
Department, responding to walk-in customers. Prior to 2001, the VOC was located at the Village Hall. 
During this period, the public accessed the VOC after-hours through the use of a wall phone that routed 
calls directly from the lobby of the Police Department to the VOC. 

Similar to what was done in the Village prior to 2001, DU-COMM member agencies utilize a direct phone 
line to provide visitors immediate access to speak with a DU-COMM dispatcher. The dispatcher then calls 
the appropriate on-duty police officer to respond to the customer.

The Downers Grove Police Department tracked after-hour walk-ins from Saturday May 14 through Friday 
May 20, 2016.  The VOC experienced an average of 6 walk-in requests for service per day outside of 
normal business hours (See Table 5 in the Appendix for more information).

Recommended Action Use DU-COMM services without modification

Table 2
After-Hour Customers from Saturday May 14 through Friday May 20, 2016

Sat Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri

12:00 a.m. to 7:59 a.m. 0 0 0 2 1 0 1

8:00 a.m. to 4:29 p.m. 9 3 NA NA NA NA NA

4:30 p.m. to 11:59 a.m. 2 0 3 7 4 7 3
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H. LAW ENFORCEMENT AGENCIES DATA SYSTEM (LEADS) MANAGEMENT
DU-COMM Service Level

Partially meets current service level

Frequency of Service 3,838 VOC criminal history inquiries in 2015
5,561 Officer queried criminal histories in 2015

Summary
The Illinois Law Enforcement Agencies Data System (LEADS) is hosted by the Illinois Criminal Justice 
Information Authority.  The system interfaces with the FBI’s National Crime Information Center to track 
arrest warrants, stolen property, missing persons, sex offenders, and other critical law enforcement data. 
There are two key components to the Village of Downers Grove’s use of LEADS.  The first component is 
operational access to, and dissemination of, information in LEADS.  The second component relates to the 
administration of training, tracking of certifications, and validation of information entered into LEADS by 
Village employees.  Each law enforcement agency is required to have a LEADS Agency Coordinator 
(LAC).

All VOC employees are certified to access and disseminate information pertaining to criminal history 
inquiries, sex offender status, and outstanding warrants.  Additionally, all dispatchers are certified to enter 
stolen property, missing persons, and arrest warrants into LEADS.  The VOC manager currently serves as 
the LAC.  The LAC administers certification training to all personnel, and verifies completion of online 
training and testing.  Additionally, the LAC makes sure that all entries submitted by the agency are still 
accurate and responds to State of Illinois audits of the Village use of LEADS. 

DU-COMM provides limited LEADS information dissemination.  DU-COMM does not run criminal history 
requests from officers.  As a result, officers will have to manually query the information during on-scene 
investigations, or wait until a later time to query criminal history information.  On-scene criminal history 
queries often occur when an officer detains a suspect and is attempting to establish the individual’s identity, 
through comparison of scars, marks, tattoos, and answers to officer’s questions regarding the arrest history 
of the suspect.  This type of on-scene investigation typically involves a temporary detention of 5-10 
minutes, and may result in arrest or release.  Instant access to criminal history information enhances officer 
safety and provides a valuable investigative tool. 

DU-COMM will enter arrest warrants, missing persons, stolen property and other information into LEADS 
on behalf of the Downers Grove Police Department, however the Village will still be required to staff a 
LAC to verify entries, and manage training, credentials, certifications, and State of Illinois audits of the 
Village use of LEADS.

Recommended Action Responding Police Officers should request other Police Officers on-duty 
to provide criminal history information
Assign LAC coordination duties to existing management level Police 
Department staff
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I. SEVERE WEATHER INCIDENT TRACKING  
DU-COMM Service Level Does not meet current service levels

Frequency of Service Fewer than 5 per year

Summary
VOC answers resident calls about severe weather related issues such as flooding, power outages, downed 
trees, and other similar items. VOC staff then create and manage an interactive incident tracking spreadsheet 
and map used by first responders to prioritize and coordinate responses to requests for services. Responders 
have access to the spreadsheet and map and make updates in real time from the field using mobile devices. 
The information is also used by leadership staff in the EOC. This system assists in making decisions about 
resource allocation and response plans.

DU-COMM answers resident calls about severe weather related issues and then calls one phone number for 
Public Works to inform them of issues. DU-COMM will not create and manage incident tracking 
spreadsheets and maps.

When DU-COMM begins providing services, the duties of creating and managing interactive incident 
tracking spreadsheets and maps will be assigned to other staff members.

Recommended Action Assign the severe weather tracking and response coordination activities 
to another Village staff member
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J. VIDEO MONITOR VIEWING
DU-COMM Service Level Does not meet current service levels

Frequency of Service 75 video monitors viewed daily

Summary
Monitors for video cameras around the Civic Center & Parking Deck and the booking room are located in 
the VOC. Staff members passively monitor these video feeds. When the booking room is in use and during 
emergency situations taking place at the Civic Center or parking deck, VOC staff actively monitor the video 
feeds and provide information to first responders. Further, VOC staff provide historical video footage to 
officers when needed.

DU-COMM does not provide video monitoring services. When DU-COMM begins providing services, the 
video monitoring and processing duties will be assigned to another Village staff member.

Recommended Action Assign booking room video monitoring duties to the on-duty Lieutenant 
or Sergeant (video will be actively monitored when the booking room is 
in use). Assign parking deck and Civic Center video monitor viewing to 
on-duty Police Department management level staff (video monitors will 
be available for viewing and actively monitored during calls for service)
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Appendix

Table 3
CALEA Standard Comparison
CALEA
Standard

CALEA Standard Description VOC
Compliance

DU-
COMM
Compliance

81.2.7 Providing Information to Victims and Witnesses - The agency 
must make the following victim/witness assistance information 
available 24 hours a day from a single point of contact: information 
regarding victim/witness assistance supplied by the agency directly; 
and referral information regarding services offered in the agency's 
jurisdiction by other organizations (governmental or private sector) 
for victims/witnesses.

Yes Yes

81.2.3 Recording of Information - Dispatchers should encourage eliciting 
as much information as possible to enhance the safety of the officer 
and assist in anticipating conditions to be encountered at the scene. 
This is particularly important in certain categories of calls, including 
bomb threats and crimes in progress.  Procedures for obtaining and 
recording relevant information of each request for service or self-
initiated activity are required.

Yes Yes

81.2.5.b Access to Officer Status Indicator - Officer status indicators allow 
dispatchers to know the status of every officer under their control. 
All officers depend on the communications center to recognize when 
they may be in danger. By monitoring the officer status system, 
operators know where and how long each officer has been out on a 
call. When dispatching calls, operators also need to know which cars 
are available for service.

Yes Yes

81.2.8 Audio Recording and Instant Playback - The citizen requesting 
service or the officer wanting assistance may not be able to repeat an 
emergency conversation. Therefore, the agency should have the 
capability to replay a conversation while recording other calls and 
radio transmissions.

Yes Yes

81.2.14 First Aid Instructions - Employees must be trained and have 
immediate access to approved emergency medical guidelines or 
materials in order to provide emergency first-aid instruction over the 
telephone or radio

Yes Yes

81.3.1 Communications Center Security - The capability to maintain 
communications in all emergency situations dictates that security 
measures be implemented to protect communications personnel, 
facilities, and equipment.

Yes Yes
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81.3.2 Alternate Power Source Required - The agency should ensure 
continuous emergency communications capability through an 
alternate power source. The readiness of the alternate equipment 
should be ensured by reasonable testing or self-testing of the 
technology employed.

Yes Yes

Table 4
ISO Score Comparison
ISO Category Downers Grove 

Actual
DU-

COMM
Previous 

DU-COMM Estimated Enhanced 
Score

Emergency 
Reporting

2.4 1.95 2.4

Telecommunicators 3.54 3.2 4.0

Dispatch Circuits 2.85 2.7 3.0

Total Credit 8.79 7.85 9.4

Table 5
Type of After-Hour Customer Service Requests, May 14-20, 2016

Request for Service Number

Police call for service, officers dispatched, 14

Private property crash, forms distributed 7

Parking citation review procedure explained 4

Requests for information/directions 3

Public Works service requests 3

Item pick-up or drop-off 3

Other  7

Total 41

ATTACHMENTS

Resolution
Intergovernmental Agreement
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A RESOLUTION OF THE VILLAGE OF DOWNERS GROVE, ILLINOIS,  
APPROVING AND AUTHORIZING EXECUTION OF  

AN INTERGOVERNMENTAL AGREEMENT WITH DUPAGE  
PUBLIC SAFETY COMMUNICATIONS REGARDING  

A JOINT PUBLIC SAFETY COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM AGREEMENT 
 

WHEREAS, Article VII, Section 10 of the Illinois Constitution of 1970 provides that units of 
local government may contract or otherwise associate among themselves to obtain or share services 
and to exercise any power common to them; and 
 

WHEREAS, the Intergovernmental Cooperation Act, 5 ILCS 220/1 et seq., provides that 
power or powers, privileges or authority exercised or which may be exercised by a unit of local 
government may be exercised and enjoyed jointly with any other unit of local government; and 
 

WHEREAS, the Village Council of the Village of Downers Grove has determined that it is in 
the best interest of the Village and its residents to join a centralized public safety communications 
system; and 

 
WHEREAS, the Village Council of the Village of Downers Grove desires to enter into an 

Intergovernmental Agreement with DuPage Public Safety Communications, a copy of which is 
attached as Exhibit A, in order to become a member of DuPage Public Safety Communications; and 

 
WHEREAS, the Village Council of the Village of Downers Grove has determined that 

approval and execution of the Intergovernmental Agreement with DuPage Public Safety 
Communications, attached hereto as Exhibit A, is in the best interests of the Village and its residents. 

 
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED by the Village Council of the Village of Downers 

Grove, Illinois: 
 

 SECTION 1.  Each of the recitals in the Whereas paragraphs set forth above are incorporated 
into Section 1 of this Resolution. 
 
 SECTION 2.  That the Village Manager and Village Clerk are hereby respectively authorized 
and directed for and on behalf of the Village to execute, attest, seal and deliver the Agreement, 
substantially in the form approved in the foregoing paragraph of this Resolution, together with such 
changes as the Manager shall deem necessary. 
 

SECTION 3.  That the proper officials, agents and employees of the Village are hereby 
authorized and directed to take such further action as they may deem necessary or appropriate to 
perform all obligations and commitments of the Village in accordance with the provisions of the 
Agreement. 

 
SECTION 4. That all resolutions or parts of resolutions in conflict with the provisions of 

this Resolution are hereby repealed. 
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SECTION 5. That this Resolution shall be in full force and effect from and after its passage 
as provided by law. 

 
 
  

_________________________________                                        
Mayor 

Passed:  
Attest:    __________________________________                                                 
                Village Clerk  
 
 
1\mw\res.\16\IGA-Joint Com System 
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SIGNATURE PAGE TO MASTER INTERGOVERNMENTAL AGREEMENT WITH THE 
DUPAGE PUBLIC SAFETY COMMUNICATION COOPERATIVE 

 
 
 
 
 
 
      VILLAGE OF DOWNERS GROVE 
 
 
      ______________________________ 
      Martin T. Tully, Mayor 
 
 
 
DATE: 
 
 
 
ATTEST: 
 
______________________     
Village Clerk 
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